The Now/New Dispensation
The Planet Earth has become an INITIATION chamber. Are
you ready, are you willing, and are you able?
Nothing in nature moves or grows in a straight line, every thing
spirals. There are cycles within cycles within cycles. We are
present for the end of a cycle as predicted by some ancient
calendars and the year 2012 has a special meaning with an
alignment of the heavenly bodies that occurs only once every 15
thousand years.
The Harmonic Convergence of 1987 marked a beginning of a new
cycle and some say that the new dispensation has arrived. The
activity of the Violet Flame and all of its implications for
transmuting our own human mis-creations is one special gift being
offered to humanity. The gifts of healing and energy, of
activation and blessing work that are available today are
significant. No one for sure knows where it is all headed. World
leadership is questionable and any fair distribution of wealth and
resources is still far from any degree of balance.
Perhaps in this new energy environment the SPIRIT that
encompasses the mental, etheric and casual bodies will reflect and
facilitate the balance. Some will wake up to the Essential Unity of
things and embrace a great sense of Peace while others cling to old
ideas, fragmented thinking, power struggles and prejudice that
keep one bogged down in old habits and energetic inertia, too old
to change and too young to die.
Did the caterpillar ever have a clue about the butterfly? What about
the moment between the bud and the rose? If freedom were forced
upon you it would not be freedom. Reflect on this, what are the
opportunities of the day? How do we seize them? Remember we
live in a universe of MIND, and…

“I AM entrusted with the gifts of God.
“From the point of Light within the mind of God let light pour
forth into the minds of men let light descend on earth”
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Be ye therefore perfect even as your Father in heaven is perfect.
Jesus
The term '12 Strand DNA' is a pseudo science term used by healers and energy
workers to denote that a soul is evolving into higher frequency by activating its
DNA code beyond its twin strand spiraling DNA helix

Know ye that the Lords of the Cycles
are units of consciousness sent from the others to unify
This with the All.
Highest are They of the consciousness
of all the Cycles, working in harmony with the Law.
Know They that in time all will be perfected,
having none above and none below, but all One
in a perfected Infinity, a harmony of all in the Oneness of All.
Thoth / The Emerald Tablets

The glass is either half empty or half full depending on how you
look at it. We are either living in the most auspicious of times or
the most challenging of times. We can move forward or backward
but you cannot stand still. You can function as a physical being or
a spiritual being. For the better part of 35 years since I had my first

meditation instruction I have been attempting to move my
awareness into the subtle body, the etheric and causal body. I have
received most auspicious assistance at each step.
The Meta scientists tell us that we have a 12-strand DNA system
and that 2 strands are located in the physical body and the other 10
are in the subtle body, the atomic and or electronic body. These
same scientists tell us that the only difference between a Christ, a
Buddha and your self or my self is just how activated this design of
being is. Everybody has twelve-strand system but most people only
have 2 to perhaps 4 or 5 working at any given time. Einstein was a
pretty smart guy but he never said he could understand it all.
I have been observing and facilitating a wonderful process for
activating these subtle energy phenomenon bases on information,
activations, initiations and a natural curiosity for synthesizing
things I have received from teachers, masters and meta physical
systems. I am totally convinced that I am on to something very
exciting and powerful. I have a few clients who feel the same way,
better. This is my re-turning the favor so to speak. I am
endeavoring to activate facilitators of the work, the play, the next
step in the unfolding harmony of what is only natural, the Self.
Without the assistance of the Collective I AM Presence, spiritual
hierarchy, cosmic beings, angels and spiritual masters such as
Jesus Christ, St Germain, Babaji, Sri Karunamayi, Paramahamsa
Sri Nithyananda and many others, and great teachers such as
Roberta Herzog, Bryan DeFlores, Bob Fickes and Patricia CotaRobles I personally would not be in this conversation. But
gratefully I AM. To the best of my knowledge and supported by
my direct experience and persons going through these processes
we have determined that we are up-regulating, waking up if you
will and producing new and exciting results in all areas of human
endeavor. More lights are on and more creative processes are up
and running.

Some say when God said, “Let there be Light” that there was a lot
of it and that it came in sound and color too. The building blocks
of the universe came out like pulsating orbs, which is a
consciousness program through which 12 spiraling cones burst
forth to create endless grid programs. "Cones" link with "horns" or
creational harmonics. Creation began with a sound and will go out
with a tone and perhaps return to the silence.

The pattern "12 around 1" repeats in time (loops) as does the spiraling
movement of consciousness referred to as sacred geometry. When
understood, "12 around 1" acts as a subliminal archetype that helps souls
remember reality and creation as a virtual construct having a beginning and
an end to which we move closer.
The "12 around 1 pattern" (12 = 1+2=3) or third dimension, 3D for 'drama',
as physical reality is nothing more than a biogenetic experiment based on
linear time to experience the full gamut of emotions.
We mark time in cycles, circles, loops, etc. We find "12 around 1" on a
clock, calendar, zodiac wheel, alchemy wheel, wheel of time and karma,
mandalas, etc.

Through the use of focused intentional energy, invocation,
meditation and ceremony we are able to begin to modify the
effects of the “fall of man” into matter and begin re establishing
the natural satisfying relationship with our Creator and his
Limitless Light of All Possibility in Spirit. Matter is a mirror
reflecting light but it is not the light it self. Spirit is the knowing

substance but only when YOU are awake to it. This re-turning
event is really the ONLY game in town. And as Jesus points out in
A Course in Miracles it is not an option IF you take it, (The
Course) it is only an option when you take it.

As a facilitator it is necessary to charge up
ones vehicles, mental, etheric and causal
bodies and through a sound/light/energy
transfer be able to produce an activation of the
Codes, Programs, DNA strands and start
moving an individual in the direction of
greater Self awareness and expression. It is a
lot like wind over the water, or the sense of
love in the heart, you cannot see it directly but
there are tangible effects that are visible.
Once a person receives an activation it is
necessary to maintain disciplines to keep up the acceleration such
as meditation and or I AM decrees, chanting the holy names of
God or whatever practice that will keep one in alignment with
there higher self. The Invocations from Patricia Cota-Robles book
“I AM Creating the New Earth”. Having had the privilege of
working with individuals both in person and on phone activations I
am noticing and accessing an Etheric energetic template that is
associated with each of the 12 Units of Light or Essential
Programs. The work is facilitated by the higher Self of each
individual and the location of the program is in the spinal column
and on a more subtle level that the chakras. This work in
conjunction with 3 Christ Radiation Field Activations is
preparation for the Solar Light Body Activations now becoming
available to humanity through God’s Grace and supported by the
Collective I AM Presence, Cosmic Beings and Ascended Master’s.
There is NO end to the amount of downloads from the Causal
Body of God that one may endeavor upon re establishing ones

awareness of the Sacred process. Through God’s Grace and our
positive intention we are un-doing the effects of the Fall of
Humanity. We are in the Ascension and blessed is it being! Amen.
There are two more references that I would like to include in this
outline on the up grading and bridging to the subtle bodies and
latent potential. Number One is a reference to the Two fold aspect
of the mind by Jesus in the book “ Love Without Limit”, on page
37 the reference to two aspects of the mind, and that one aspects of
the mind is centered in the brain and the other aspect of mind is
located in the “electro-magnetic field surrounding the body’.
Having been engaged in Field Balancing techniques I have seen
some very powerful shifts in people mentally, emotionally and
spiritually by working in the energy field doing Life Seed work.
My second reference would be to Dr. Bruce Lipton’s work on The
Mind of the Cells. His discovery is leading to a fresh new outlook
on the whole idea of healing and medicine. He advances the theory
that the Nucleus of the Cell is NOT the brain of the cell, as
commonly believed, but more like a part store where the building
blocks for the cell are stored. The brain of the cell is more likely
the receptor sights on the surface of the cell. If you remove the
nucleus of a cell it may go on living for perhaps months. However
when the surface of the cell is damaged and the receptor sights are
compromised the cell instantly dies. He suggests that the Self is the
Invisible field of Intelligence that each cell is receiving its
information from about its environment and what the necessary
adaptations and adjustments to maintain a balance or harmony.
It could be that what the senses are telling us about our selves and
our total domain of physical life is very limited and perhaps
without the aid of the higher self or higher mind it is at best an
illusion. Our liberation would certainly include the discovery of the
wide-open spaces and timelessness of the limitless light of Spirit,

of God. Can one ever think one might understand one’s self or any
aspect of the creation without knowing the author and creator? And
so we end our consideration as we have begun with Invocation.
From the Point of Light within the Mind of God let Light pour
forth into the minds of men. Let light descend on Earth.
The work in the 12 Activations is presently happening on a one to
one basis either in person or on the phone with Brian Roberts. Also
training for facilitators of the process is presently unfolding.
Contact Brian at 206-367-2030
www.LifeSeedCodes.com
Spiral Learning is a definition for multi-developmental, multi-tasking and
multi-dimensional approach to Balance, Oneness and Spiritual harmony,
which includes Meditation and Self Inquiry, Activation and Initiation, Study
and application, Group work and Service. One applies Spiritual principals
and Universal Laws for the purpose of The Harmony of True Being, for
Miracles, Magic, Mind fullness, Meditation and Manifestation. It is
grounded in Intention, nurtured through Grace and discipline and unfolded
as awareness in balanced action, which embraces virtue and humanity.
From A Course in Miracles: Manual for Teachers
The role of teaching and learning is actually reversed in the thinking of the
world. The reversal is characteristic. It seem as if the teacher and the learner
are separated, the teacher giving something to the learner rather then to
himself. Further the act of teaching is regarded as a special activity in which
one engages only a relatively small part portion of ones time. The Course, on
the other hand emphasizes that teacher and learner are the same. It also
emphasizes that teaching is a constant process, it goes on every moment of
the day, and continues into sleeping thoughts as well.
Begin your magical journey today! Let the rain of blessings fall!

Sessions are best if facilitated in person however phone activations
are happening and have also been very effective. The session’s run
anywhere from one to three hours and the cost is from Seventy
Five dollars to Two hundred depending on time and other energetic
circumstances. It is best to receive these activations on a weekly
basis if possible.
Sessions names are as follows:
Body Maintenance and Alignment of the Trinity of Being
I AM Multi-dimensional Communications
I AM Being Divinely Guided
I AM a Magical Being of Infinite Creativity
I AM Unfolding My Covenants and Unfolding the Divine Plan
I AM Re-defining Re-developing and Re-directing My Personal
Database to be in Alignment with My Higher Self
I AM Up-regulating, Up-grading Automatically
I Am a Being of Violet Fire.
I AM the Purity God Desires on Earth Right Now.
I AM Manifesting All that I Need, Want and Desire.
I AM Awake in Life My Dreams I Recall
I Have Access to My Gifts Developed in the Past
Every person who completes the series will walk in a new light of
possibility for themselves and humanity!

